Abstract : Scene mining is a subset of image mining in which scenes are classified to a distinct set of classes based on analysis of their content. In other word in scene mining, a label is given to visual content of scene, for example, mountain, beach. Scene mining is used in applications such as medicine, movie, information retrieval, computer vision, recognition of traffic scene. Reviewing of represented methods shows there are various methods in scene mining. Scene mining applications extension and existence of various scenes, make comparison of methods hard. Scene mining can be followed by identifying scene mining components and representing a framework to analyzing and evaluating methods. In this paper, at first, components of scene mining are introduced, then a framework based on extracted features of scene is represented to classify scene mining methods. Finally, these methods are analyzed and evaluated via a proposal framework.
Introduction
Scene mining is grouping scenes based on analyzing of contents [3] . In scene mining it is determined which classes a scene is belong to. Scene mining is used in applications such as medicine, to better medicos recognition [8] , Traffic scenes, to recognizing dynamic objects of scene [5] , Information retrieval system, to decreasing semantic gap and improving organization of databases [9, 11] . Analysis and evaluation of scene mining methods are hard because of applications and various methods of scene mining, therefore it is essential to representing a general classification for scene mining methods. This paper represents a framework to classifying scene mining methods. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In session 2 we review related work in scene mining and then identify scene mining. Session 3 represents general structure of scene mining process and introduces primary components of scene mining. Session 4 describes a proposed framework according to various methods of scene mining and session 5 analyzes and evaluates classified methods of scene mining according to proposed framework.
Related work
Semantic scene classification is categorizing scenes into a discrete set of classes. In scene mining is determined which semantic class, a scene is belong to (sky, street, beach). Scene mining groups scenes into discrete semantic set of classes based on their content analysis. Vogel in [12] tells that scene mining is sorting scenes into a set of semantic groups such beach, sky. In [3] is told, in scene mining a label is given to visual content of special scene. Scene mining places a scene automatically into one of a set of physical (e.g., indoor/outdoor, orientation) or semantic categories (e.g., beach or party). In general, scene mining is automatically categorizing scenes into a discrete set of semantic classes. In Figure 1 .a have been shown some forest and mountain scenes before scene mining. Figure 1 .b shows forest and mountain scenes after scene mining. In scene mining, at first, a vector is created based on scenes extracted features, then the scene is represented and finally a classifier determines which classes the scene is belong to. [3] tells object recognition is essential in scene mining because objects should be recognized in scene understanding, also scenes can be classified without full knowledge of every object in the scene. For instance, if a person recognizes trees at the top of a scene, grass on the bottom, and people in the middle, he may hypothesize that he is looking at a park scene, even if he con not see every details in the scene. Scene mining can be used in image and video retrieval and it is effective in browsing databases and decreasing semantic gap in image content. Increasing precision and reducing time of search are result of scene mining in this application [9, 11] . [14] has used audio classification in video scene mining because audio computation is lower and it is possible to doing more experiments based on visual information. In medicine, scene mining helps medicos to compare their recognition to Endoscopic scenes in databases and increases their recognition precision [8] . Scene mining in traffic scenes causes recognizing both the road type (straight, left/right curve) as well as a set of encountered objects(car, pedestrian) [5] . Scene mining applications in various fields can be effective in identifying and analyzing scene mining components. In next session, scene mining process and its components are introduced.
Scene mining process
Scene mining is grouping scenes to a discrete set of classes. In this session, we define formal form of scene mining process and then show components of it. We define a fundamental assumption for scene mining as follow:
Where C is a set of classes and S is a set of scenes. s i and c T are input scene and target class respectively and ∆ shows that s i belongs to c T and i,T ∈ {1, 2, 3, …, n}. This assumption shows, for every scene there is a class that the scene belongs to it. Now, we show formal form of scene mining process according to above assumption :
where c j , c T ∈ C and s i ∈ S and F(s i , c j ) computes similarity of s i and c j . It means there is a function such as F which assigns c j to s i and then shows value of similarity. c T is a target class that s i has maximum similarity to members of it. According to definition of scene mining process, it consists of five primary components: scene database, preprocessing, feature extraction, scene mining, target class. Figure 2 shows stages of scene mining process. In continuance, a detailed description of all components are provided.
Figure2. General Process of Scene Mining
Scene database
The first component of scene mining process is scene database. Scene database consists of scenes samples to training and testing classifiers. These two groups of samples are used based on used algorithms in scene mining.
Testing samples are entered in preprocessing stage to preprocessing process.
Preprocessing
The second stage of scene mining process is preprocessing. This stage consists of sub stages such as normalization, quantization, sampling, equalization. These processes are done to improve input scene quality. After this stage, processed scene is entered in feature extraction stage to creating feature vector.
Feature extraction
The third stage of scene mining process is scene features extraction. In this stage, two groups of features are extracted based on scene mining algorithms. 1-low-level features; Color, texture, edge are low-level features.
There are many models to extract color such as HIS, RGB, CYM. To extract texture, Wavelet transform, filtering methods can be used. 2-Semantic features; Scene mining based on low-level features con not be useful in all applications and does not have enough precision, therefore scene mining precision and its domain of applications can be increased by semantic feature extraction.
Scene Mining
The forth component of scene mining, is mining of a scene. It is based on machine learning algorithms to determine classes of input scenes. Classification, clustering, association rules are methods that are used to mining a scene. SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used in some scene mining processes. This is defined as follow:
α i is function parameter, X is unlabeled sample, X i is support vector and K(x, x i ) is kernel function. This stage may use combination of algorithms. [14] at first, has classified audio by classification method and then has mined tennis scenes by clustering algorithms. Final it has used synchronization of audio and scene to mining tennis scenes.
Target class
Final stage of scene mining is determining class of input scene. In this stage, the input scene is classified into a target class after it is passing preprocessing, feature extraction stages and after it is mined via a machine learning algorithm. 
Proposed framework to analyze and evaluate extracted-features based scene mining methods
In a scene mining system, at first, a vector is created using extracted features from various sources. After providing a set of features, a classifier determines which class the input scene is belong to. By reviewing existence methods in scene mining and extracted features, scene mining methods can be categorized into 4 groups based on extracted features: scene mining based on low-level features, scene mining based on low-level semantic features, scene mining based on middle-level semantic features, scene mining based on high-level semantic features. In figure 3 , this classification is shown.
Figure3.Classification of scene mining methods based on scenes extracted features. 
Scene mining based on low-level features
The value of the image originally referred to the grayscale value of the specified pixel. Scene mining based on low-level features con not be used in all applications. For instance, querying a scene by color only sometimes gives understandable, but unmeaningful results. In figure 4 is shown a query for a Ferrari that can return a rose, if two images are most similar in global color distribution [3] .
Figure4.Unmeaningful result of Ferrari query based on color feature [3] . 
Scene mining based on semantic features
The second method in scene mining based on scene extracted features is scene mining based on semantic features. In this method, not only low-level features are used but also semantic features are used to creating feature vector, such as person motions type, person standing direction, counts of existence person in scene. In next session, scene mining methods based on semantic features are introduced.
Scene mining based on low-level semantic features
In this method, combination of low-level features and low-level semantic features are used. Object recognition [2] , detectors and descriptors [6] and pattern recognition are used to extracting semantic features. Because of unrelated objects and scenes ambiguity, this method is not useful in all applications. Existence of unrelated objects causes to decrease precision in scene mining and belonging of scenes objects to multi classes makes scenes ambiguous [7] .
4.2.2.
Scene mining based on middle -level semantic features In some applications, scene mining is based on combination of low-level features and semantic features which are extracted from other sources such as text and audio. [4] has used video and text in sport scene mining that its feature vector consists of textual and low-level features. In the game action, a complete description of playing game is instantly produced in sentences and archived for later use. Each sentences can be represented as: <sentence time, sentence content>. For each replay scene, those sentences within the window <T replay -T l , T replay -T r > are selected for textural feature extraction. T replay denotes the ending time of a replay and T l and T r denote the left boundary and right boundary of the associated window respectively. Table 1 shows semantic event terms and their synonymous terms of soccer sport.
Table1. Semantic event terms and synonymous [4] Replay Category
Correlative terms The term-frequency vector X i of a replay is defined as:
Where X ji denotes the frequency of term f i ∈W in the related sentences of the i th replay W={f 1 , f 2 , … , f n } where W denotes the complete related vocabulary set of selected semantic event terms and their synonymous terms. Finally a vector which consists of visual features and textual features, is created. In [14] two vectors are created , first one consists of audio features and second one is built by video features. Then both of them are mined separately and finally, it uses synchronization of audio and image in video to mining racquet sports scenes. Limitation of resources to extracting features is this method challenge. Nonexistence of discrete audio in tennis video is instance of this challenge [14] .
Scene mining based on high-level semantic features
Scene mining based on high-level semantic features uses semantic features based on its application. For example [1] In [13] is used motion features in movie scene mining. Each frame is divided into blocks with the size of M*N pixels, and each block has a motion vector. The motion vector is estimated by searching for the best matching block within a search window of size P in next frame, P is shown in below equation:
In figure 6 , counts of persons in scene, direction person face and state of persons face are shown as semantic features of movie scenes.
Figure6. Semantic features in movie scenes [13] .
Proposed framework to analyzing scene mining methods
In this session, 4 metrics are proposed to analyzing scene mining methods, such as: identity of feature resource, counts of feature vectors, complexity, reducing scene ambiguity. Next session analyzes and evaluates scene mining methods based on proposed metrics.
Identity of resources to extracting features
Identity of resources is the first proposed metric in extracting features and creating feature vectors to analyzing scene mining methods. In scene mining based on low-level features, only images are used, so the identity of resources is image in this method. In scene mining based on low-level semantic features, features can be extracted from image and video. In scene mining based on middle-level semantic features, other resources such as text and audio are added to image and video. In the last method, resources are depend on applications and features are extracted based on special application.
Count of feature vectors
Count of feature vectors is the second metric in analyzing of scene mining methods. In the first and second methods of scene mining, a vector is created by extracted features to mining the scene. In the third and the forth methods, it is possible that discrete feature vectors are created based on extracted features of per resource and each vector is classified discretely. [14] has extracted a audio features vector and a video features vector and then has classified them discretely to sport scene mining. It is possible, a vector is created based on extracted features from various resources and then scenes are mined [4] .
Complexity
The other proposed metric to analyzing scene mining methods is complexity. How features extract to creating vector, count and types of classifiers in scene mining are metrics which affect complexity of scene mining. With regard to the fact that in four scene mining, methods can use multi classifiers and the first method creates one vector, the first method has the lowest complexity. Also in scene mining based on low-level semantic features is 
Reducing scene ambiguity
The forth metric to analyzing scene mining methods is reducing scene ambiguity. Some scenes have objects which are related to multi classes. It causes, a scene classifies to multi classes and accuracy is decreased. In the first method because of using only low-level features and in the third method because of using resources which are not image and video, there is not enough ability to recognizing scenes objects and reducing semantic gap. In scene mining based on low-level semantic features because of using methods such as object recognition and pattern recognition, scene mining works better than the first and second methods. In forth method, high-level semantic features cause better performance to mining scenes. In 
